between Gabriel and his
erstwhile Charterhouse chums
in Genesis is vividly evoked,
and we discover that the
band’s infamous tour hamper
indicated starving expediency
as opposed to Fortnum
& Mason largesse.
Surreally unlikely
collaborations with Jimmy
Pursey and Charlie Drake(!)
are amusing interludes; by
stark contrast, the death
threats Gabriel received in
the wake of the financially
disastrous first WOMAD
festival chill the claret.
Patiently itemised breakdowns
of Gabriel’s albums and
tours are teased out with
robust anecdotes and fly-onthe-studio-wall recollections
from affiliates including the
gentlemanly Nile Rodgers,
Larry Fast, Anthony Phillips
and XTC’s Dave Gregory.
Oregano Rathbone

George Harrison:
Behind The Locked
Door
Graeme Thomson

HHHH

Omnibus Press, £19.95
ISBN 7981780383064, 448 pages

Insightful account of
a legend’s life and work
Another postBeatles book
published in
late 2013,
journalist
Tom Doyle’s
Man On
The Run,
examined
Paul McCartney’s life and
career during the 70s, and how
he initially struggled to define
himself once the Fab Four split.
Arguably, Harrison had an
easier ride, freed from the
frustration of his writing and
creativity being overshadowed
by his former bandmates.
All Things Must Pass was
George’s ambitious solo
calling card, an album that
provided an outlet for many
songs denied space on
Beatles records. Beyond its
success, Thomson delves
deep into the Harrison psyche
as the musician explored
spirituality, expanded his
portfolio to include film
production and, to all intents
and purposes, invented the
notion of the all-star charity
fundraiser with his Concert
For Bangladesh.
Harrison’s story is told in
rich detail by an eloquent
writer known for his dogged
research (his biographies of
Kate Bush, Johnny Cash and
Elvis Costello are also highly
recommended): from the shy
“baby” of the Beatles to the
driven figure of later years, still
hampered by personal and
professional insecurities. Few
books about any of the
individual Fabs have been as
successful in painting such an
intimate portrait of an artist
riddled with contradictions as
he followed his hunger and
curiosity. Terry Staunton

A Sense Of Wonder:
Van Morrison’s
Ireland
David Burke
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Jawbone, £14.95
ISBN 9781908279484, 270 pages

The country that made
the man
Burke’s
previous book,
Heart Of
Darkness, was
an examination
of Bruce
Springsteen’s
1982 album
Nebraska, and used the
geographical and social
landscape of the state as
a jumping-off point to assess
the singer’s symbiotic
relationship with the US.
Published to coincide with
Morrison receiving the freedom
of Belfast, Burke follows a
similar template here, but
Ireland itself, rather than the
singer, is the central character.
Morrison’s vast and
impressive catalogue of music
is liberally peppered with
motifs, memories, people and
places of his birth country,
both north and south of the
border. Where Burke especially
succeeds is in following a path
through both Van’s personal
history and songs, expanding
on the characters and
incidents with the relaxed,
welcoming prose the reader
might expect from a Roddy
Doyle novel.
The author is also wise
enough not to try to dismantle
the mythic qualities painted
by Morrison’s own portraits
of Ireland, but to embellish
the singer’s often fanciful
notions of a country which,
while no stranger to organised
religion, constantly inspires
a broader, less easily defined
spirituality. Fans of the music
will undoubtedly get a kick
out of its personality and
playfulness, but A Sense
Of Wonder works equally as
well as a passionate yet offthe-wall tourist guide book.
Terry Staunton

garage beginnings to the
murderous second wave
and, finally, to the disparate
chaos of today.
To his credit, Patterson
doesn’t repeat Lords Of
Chaos’ mistakes by focusing
solely on the Oslo scene of
the early 90s, though those
events (murders, churchburnings and grave
desecrations among them)
obviously get their own,
in-depth chapters. His book
adds plenty of previously
unread interviews with the
main culprits, leading to new
perspectives on the original
shortlist of innovators
(Venom, Bathory, Mercyful
Fate, Hellhammer) as much
as the modern and frankly
confusing wave of bands.
Analyses of the French BM
movement, dear old Cradle
Of Filth from Suffolk, nutters
such as Swede Jon Nodveidt
of Dissection and Poland’s
Rob Fudali of Graveland are
all masterful.
Like most authors on the
subject of black metal,
Patterson pleads the Fifth
when it comes to the uneasy
subject of Nazi black metal,
adopting a neutral rather than
condemnatory position, as
indeed is his only real option.
It would have been refreshing
if Evolution Of The Cult had
mocked the racist minority for
being the juvenile idiots they
are, but then again, that is
hardly this encyclopaedic
tome’s function. It’s easy
to recommend this book: it’s
the most ambitious work on
black metal so far attempted.
Joel McIver

Dayal Patterson

Everything’s Coming
Up Profits: The
Golden Age Of
Industrial Musicals

Feral House, £19.99
ISBN 9781936239757, 568 pages
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Black Metal:
Evolution Of The Cult
HHHH

Mammoth deconstruction
of “kvlt” scene
American
publishers
Feral House
are best
known for their
scurrilous but
entertaining
history of
Norwegian black metal,
Lords Of Chaos, and have
returned to the subject with
a simultaneously broader and
more scholarly range thanks
to Evolution Of The Cult.
Author Patterson has pulled
off the remarkable trick of
covering 30 years’ worth of
extreme heavy metal, from its

Steve Young
& Sport Murphy

(Import) Blast Books, $39.95
ISBN 9780922233441, 251 pages

American Industrials hits
fever pitch

Just when you thought the
music-book market had been
exhausted, along comes
a curve ball: American
Industrials. Anyone into
soundtracks may well have
stumbled across these
unusual albums from time to
time: US pressings tied in to
anything from drinks to
bathrooms or tractors.
What we have here is an
exhaustive collection of such
things made by companies for
their annual sales jamborees,
or for product promotion. This

More bounce
to the pounce:
Black Panther
soul warriors
The Lumpen
hardback joyride through the
50s, 60s and 70s (the
golden age of industrials)
touches pop art, high camp,
kitsch, extraordinary graphic
invention and some
staggering madness (check
the Lyric Hall Of Fame). It
also adds history, rarity value,
and gives each album or
single at least a page of
adoration so you can
appreciate the artwork, the
coloured wax, hooky lyrics
and the stories behind the
recordings, and really get
a feel for what the releases
were actually like.
From finely tuned
commercial ideas by
companies such as CocaCola and Xerox, to albums
bordering on outsider
oddness for Pizza Hut,
there’s much to absorb
on many levels. The quality
of the book is fabulous,
the look, research and
information borders on
fetishistic. Anyone into the
history of the incredibly
strange will be sold on it
immediately. Jonny Trunk

Party Music: The
Inside Story Of The
Black Panthers’
Band And How Black
Power Transformed
Soul Music
Rickey Vincent
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(Import) Lawrence Hill Books, $19.95
ISBN 9781613744925, 414 pages

Revolutionary book on
a revolutionary time

Rickey Vincent’s Funk: The
Music, The People And The
Rhythm Of The One has
remained the definitive tome
on the genre since it was
published in 1996: factpacked but crucially plugging
into the music’s nasty
essence. It’s taken this long for

the radio DJ-writer who George
Clinton calls the ‘Uhuru
Maggot’ to produce his followup – and it doesn’t disappoint.
The culture and politics
of the late 60s Black Power
movement were disparate
elements in Vincent’s
previous tome, but, being
similarly close to the author’s
heart, have provoked
a colossal amount of
research, fed by his own
insights gained from living
in the activist epicentre of
Berkeley. Vincent thoroughly
explores the relationship
of soul music to the movement
using The Lumpen – the
Panthers’ own scantily
recorded band comprised
of Oakland chapter members
– as a focal point.
Apart from introducing
a new name to many
black music scholars, fresh
interviews with the band and
Party members feed an eyeof-the-hurricane account
of this often-misrepresented
time. Combined with
Vincent’s beautifully readable
style, the results are
a definitive work on the late
60s black revolution and
its previously neglected
soundtrack. Kris Needs
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